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SUMMARY

INAOSSIEN launches their travel eBook – Reveal Athens Created with iBooks Author which as of

November 29th 2012 is available in 50 iTunes Bookstores around the world.

INAOSSIEN, a London based Management Consultancy Firm for the International Hospitality
Sector, specializing in the Destination Marketing and Promotion, are pleased to announce the launch
of their travel eBook – Reveal Athens which as of November 29th 2012 is available in 50 iTunes
Bookstores around the world.

Reveal Athens is the first multi-touch and interactive travel eBook created for Greece’s capital city
with iBooks Author (the e-book authoring application by Apple Inc.) and can be enjoyed only with an
iPad.

The eBook brings to life the capital of Greece, with stunning photographs and inspirational texts.
There are detailed presentations of both the obvious attractions and the hidden gems of Attica as
well as ideas for day trips further afield. These, combined with suggestions for accommodation and
dining, enable the reader to get the most out of their visit and highlight Athens’ position as a key
destination all year round.

“Reveal Athens” along with “Reveal Greece” and “in Love with Sicily” are part of the destination
marketing services offered by INAOSSIEN Limited.
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https://www.reveal-greece.com/
https://www.inlovewithsicily.com/
https://inaossien.pr.co/


Reveal Athens in UK iTunes Store
http://bit.ly/RnRMAo

INAOSSIEN Publications
http://www.i-inaossien.com/inaossien-publications
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ABOUT INAOSSIEN

With the business motto "Quality is not act, it is a habit", INAOSSIEN works side by side with hoteliers,
destinations and other hospitality related companies assisting them to not let the emphasis of hospitality lie just
in bed and board… but to make the overall experience of their guests memorable and inviting!

Powered by a Team of Hospitality Professionals, all passionate about quality… Aficionados with the hospitality
sector… Utopian in temperament… Forward-thinking… Innovative and resourceful perfectionists, INAOSSIEN is
dedicated in delivering exceptional services to an exclusive clientele of hospitality related business from around
the globe.
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